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ABSTRACT
Real-time simulations of full-vehicle multibody models are being successfully implemented in more and more cases. These simulations extend the use of multibody
models to new fields such as the on-board controller field. In order to guide the development of such multibody models, the validity of simulation’s predictions must be
examined. This paper intends to present and apply the first iteration step of a complete validation process based on the methodology developed to validate the vehicle
multibody model of the National Advanced Driving Simulator. For that purpose, a Xby-wire vehicle prototype has been built to generate experimental benchmark data used
to check the validity of its own self-developed real-time multibody model. A driving
simulator has been prepared to repeat the test maneuvers with the vehicle multibody
model. Comparison between experimental benchmark data and simulation’s predictions are very promising considering that these are the first validation results.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, multibody (MBS) analysis has become a standard to speed up the development
process of vehicles [1]. It is worth mentioning that multibody models in the automotive industry
have three different purposes that imply different modeling strategies.
The first one, which is the most commonly used, is the vehicle handling analysis, where realtime execution is not required but accuracy and ease of use are essential. Numerous commercial
multibody software and self-developed multibody models have been elaborated to carry out this
task: for instance a 94 degrees of freedom model has been presented in [2], a control strategy for
vehicle trajectory tracking has been introduced in [3] and flexible multibody formulation has been
employed in [4, 5].
The second purpose is related to real-time simulations. These simulations are used in Humanin-the-Loop (HITL) applications like high fidelity driving simulators or in Hardware-in-the-Loop

(HIL) applications for component behavior evaluation. Real-time simulations of full-vehicle have
been successfully implemented for example in the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS)
[6] as well as in several simulators for automotive component evaluation [7–10]. Real-time simulations are not limited to self-developed multibody models. Indeed, the continuous improvement of
computer performance has made possible to simulate in real-time full-vehicle multibody models using general multibody commercial software [11]. Recently, the authors of this paper have employed
real-time multibody models in automotive state observers. Thus, extending the use of these models
[12]. Even if the developed automotive observer does not run in real-time, the research has shown
that real-time automotive observers using multibody models will soon be available. Therefore in a
near future real-time multibody models could be used on board.
The third and last purpose of multibody vehicle models is associated to crash analysis. Recent
works have developed multibody vehicle models to study crash-worthiness [13–15].
When designing a vehicle model, reliability is a major concern. Indeed it is essential to adjust the model’s level of accuracy to the application requirements. In the automotive domain, this
implies vehicle field testing to gather experimental data in order to evaluate the model’s accuracy
through comparison. A. H. Hoskins claims that “Without validation of the vehicle dynamics there
is only speculation that a given model accurately predicts a vehicle response” [16]. Following this
idea, the main aim of this research is to investigate the validity of a real-time multibody model of
an X-by-wire vehicle prototype. This prototype has been developed at the Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory of the University of La Coruña with a view to its future on board implementation with
state observers. This model employs a multibody formulation (developed by this laboratory) that
enables the simulation of complex systems to run in real-time with efficiency and robustness [7].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the vehicle field testing. The validation methodology is explained, the vehicle prototype is described and also experimental data for
a straight line maneuver is presented. Section 3 describes the developed multibody model and the
driving simulator that is used to visualize the maneuvers of this model. The first validation results
for the vehicle longitudinal dynamics are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the
concluding remarks.

2 VEHICLE FIELD TESTING
2.1 THE VALIDATION METHODOLOGY
Simulation validity is a subjective concept that greatly depends on the objectives of the research.
However, the general definition “A simulation will be considered to be valid if, within some specified operating range of the physical system, a simulation’s predictions of the system’s responses of
interest to specified input(s) agree with the actual physical system’s responses to the same input(s)
to within some specified level of accuracy”, proposed by W. R. Garrott [17], will be later applied
in this research. According to this definition, it becomes clear that before realizing field testing
with the test vehicle, the validation methodology has to be precisely defined. The methodology
employed in this research is deeply inspired by the one developed to validate the NADSdyna model
of the National Advanced Driving Simulator [17].
A quick summary of the three main phases of this validation methodology is given below.
The first phase concerns the experimental data collection through vehicle field testing. The driving
maneuvers have to be carefully chosen to cover a broad range of vehicle operating conditions:
longitudinal and lateral dynamics, low and high speeds, transient and steady state, etc. Next, to

discard any error due to sensor errors, external disturbances, filtering, post-processing, etc, during
the measurement of vehicle dynamic responses, the experimental data that will be employed as
benchmark data to validate the multibody model can not be extracted from only one maneuver
of each type. Hence, each maneuver of each type has to be repeated several times in order to
average the data of each sensor, consequently increasing the quality of the experimental benchmark
data. In agreement with this strategy, the test vehicle must be properly automated to repeat the
test maneuvers of interest. The set-up for automatic maneuver repeating on the vehicle prototype
developed in this research is presented in detail in Section 2.2. Aside from the improvement of the
experimental benchmark data, another interesting advantage of data averaging over several identical
maneuvers is the determination of the uncertainty of the experimental testing and measurement
process. According to the definition of simulation validity given in Section 1, such determination
defines the maximum accuracy that the simulation’s predictions can reach. During the first phase
of this validation methodology, special attention has to be paid to maneuver repeatability. A poor
repeatability would be worse than a single maneuver while a good repeatability can greatly improve
the experimental benchmark data and also define the error zone. Finally, the last point of this first
phase is an extensive post-processing that includes extraction of the desired time interval, offset
removal, digital filtering, etc.
The second phase of the validation methodology focuses on the determination of vehicle parameters. As the vehicle prototype is self-developed, this phase is straightforward. Some parameters of
the X-by-wire vehicle prototype are given in Section 2.2.
Finally, the third phase consists in repeating the test maneuvers with the vehicle multibody
model, configured with the parameters of the second phase and using the control inputs used during
the field testing, in order to compare the simulation’s results with the experimental benchmark data
of the first phase. The first validation results of this research are given in Section 4.
2.2 THE X-BY-WIRE VEHICLE PROTOTYPE
As previously mentioned, the vehicle model validation is achieved through field testing. It can be
realized in many different ways that involve distinct vehicle types. To cite some of them, the field
testing vehicle can be a scalable vehicle, a commercial vehicle or even a vehicle prototype. Albeit
the dynamics of a scalable vehicle differ substantially from the dynamics of a full scale vehicle, its
reduced cost makes it an attractive solution to evaluate MBS formulation efficiency and MBS model
accuracy. Next, the use of commercial vehicles might seem to be the best solution for field testing.
However, it carries some important drawbacks such as the difficulty to automate the vehicle for
autonomous maneuvers or even the lack of information concerning the vehicle parts. Therefore, to
overcome these difficulties, deep modifications have to be carried out on the vehicle to instrument it.
Nevertheless, a great amount of identification tests have to be performed on each part. All this leads
to an expensive validation process. Another option is to employ a self-developed vehicle prototype.
As a side effect of the self-development process, all the parameters of the vehicle are known. Only
a few identification tests for some commercial parts (i.e. engine, etc) must be performed. Besides,
the automation of the vehicle, as well as special places and locations for sensors and for the data
acquisition system can be included in the design of the prototype at an early stage. As a result
cutting down development costs. In this research, the last solution has been selected [18]. The
designed vehicle prototype is a full scale vehicle as demonstrated in figure 1.
During the development phase, the approach has been flexibility and low cost as long as the research requirements were complied. When designing a vehicle for automatic maneuver repeating,

Figure 1: Self-developed X-by-wire vehicle prototype

the first part to be chosen is the engine. In this case, there are two main options: an internal combustion engine or an electric engine. In this research, an internal combustion engine with 4 cylinders
and a 2-barrel carburetor assembled to an automatic gearbox transmission has been selected in order
to maintain low costs. The vehicle prototype is rear-wheel drive. The use of an automatic gearbox
is essential in order to simplify the vehicle automation. The frame has been made from tubes, the
front suspension is of double wishbone type, while the rear suspension is of MacPherson type. The
model of the 4 tires is Michelin 155/80 R13. The vehicle has also been equipped with a complete
Digital Acquisition System (DAS) that gathers sensor data at 500 Hz for each channel and controls
the actuators asynchronously.
With a view to maneuver repeating, the vehicle prototype has been provided with several bywire systems. That is why, it is called an X-by-wire vehicle prototype. The choice of both the
prototype control inputs and the multibody model inputs are closely dependent. Regarding vehicle
automation, a throttle-by-wire and a brake-by-wire systems have been set up to control the engine
and the braking, permitting to repeat straight-line maneuvers. A steer-by-wire system controls the
steering enabling to repeat maneuvers involving the lateral dynamics of the vehicle. The multibody
model inputs can be either identical or not to the prototype control inputs depending on the objectives of the validation. At this stage of the research, the main objective is to validate the dynamics
of the vehicle without including the engine dynamics. For that purpose, the multibody model inputs
are the brake pressure, the wheel torques and the steering angle. In addition to the sensors of the
by-wire systems, extra sensors are necessary to measure the vehicle dynamics of interest. All the
sensors mounted in the vehicle prototype are presented in Table 1.
2.3 STRAIGHT-LINE MANEUVER REPETITIONS
When validating a vehicle model, the first maneuvers that must be considered are those involving
the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. Therefore, the first maneuver, a low-speed straight-line
maneuver, has been repeated 7 times on an almost flat test track in the Campus of the University of
La Coruña. A topographic survey of the test track is presented in Section 3. At the beginning of the
maneuver, the automatic gear was put to go forward and the brake was actuated to held the vehicle
steady. Then, the brake pedal was slowly released, allowing the vehicle to start moving. Once the
brake pedal was completely released, the throttle pedal was actuated and then released. Finally, the
brake pedal was slowly actuated until the vehicle stopped completely. The total distance was 63.5
meters and the maximum vehicle speed was of 23 km/h.
Sensor data have been post processed off-line including scaling, filtering, offset removal, etc.
As it is not possible to present all the experimental data, only the most relevant variables for the
considered maneuver are shown. The brake pressure and the throttle angle for the 7 repetition

Measured magnitudes
Vehicle accelerations (X, Y, Z)
Vehicle angular rates (X, Y, Z)
Vehicle orientation angles
Wheel rotational angles
Brake line pressure
Steering wheel and steer angles
Engine speed
Steering torque
Throttle pedal angle
Rear wheel torque

Sensor
Accelerometers (m/s2 )
Gyroscopes (rad/s)
Inclinometers (rad)
Hall-effect sensors (rad)
Pressure sensor (kPa)
Encoders (rad)
Hall-effects sensor
Inline torque sensor (Nm)
Encoder (rad)
Wheel torque sensor (Nm)

Table 1: List of the sensors mounted in the vehicle prototype

maneuvers are shown in figure 2. As shown in this figure, the control input repeatability is very
good and could hardly be improved meaning that the experimental setup of the vehicle complies
with the requirements of this research.
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Figure 2: Brake pressure and throttle angle of the 7 repetition maneuvers

Some information regarding the vehicle dynamics is given in figure 3. Once again the repeatability is very good even if in that case the variables are not controlled directly as for the brake
pressure and the throttle angle which are control inputs.

3 MBS VEHICLE MODEL AND DRIVING SIMULATOR
The prototype has been modeled with natural coordinates plus some relative coordinates (angles
and distances), which are usually referred to as mixed coordinates. The vehicle model has 14 degrees of freedom: 6 for the rigid-body motion of the chassis, 4 for the suspension and 4 more for
the wheels’ rotation. The steering has been modeled as a kinematically-guided degree of freedom
by means of a rheonomic constraint. Considered forces are: gravity forces, forces coming from
the suspension system, tire forces, torques of the engine and of the brake system. The employed
multibody formalism is an augmented Lagrangian formulation with projections of velocities and
accelerations onto the corresponding constraints manifolds. The resulting equations of motion are
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Figure 3: Front wheel speed and longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle

described in detail in Ref. [19, 20]. Figure 4 demonstrates a partially exploded view of the CAD of
the vehicle prototype with the points and vectors used in the modeling.
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Figure 4: Exploded view of the CAD model of the vehicle prototype

In the driving simulator, the road profile in which the real tests are performed is reproduced. The
information about the profile has been obtained through an interpolation of the topographic survey
of the test track, as shown in figure 5. The elevation of the interpolated points has been exaggerated
in order to visualize better the test track surface.
The road surface has been divided into a triangle mesh, which is an input of the driving simulator, along with friction and rolling resistance parameters for the tire-road contact on a triangle-bytriangle basis. Shapes of the surrounding buildings are also available in order to have a better visual
interpretation of the results.
In a first stage, the position of the four wheels is tested against the mesh, in order to know if
a tire-road collision is taking place. This test also allows to obtain the regions of the mesh that
are colliding with each wheel. Each one of those regions is made up of several triangles from the
mesh. In a second stage, the simulator computes the contact contour described by the intersection
between the region and the three-dimensional wheel model. From that contour, the normal reaction
force (magnitude and point of application) between the tire and the road can be computed. At this
point of the research, the longitudinal and lateral forces acting over each wheel are obtained by
means of a basic linearized model which is one of the simplest tire models.
Through the recording of the driving control inputs given by the throttle-, steer- and brake-bywire systems, the multibody simulator can be fed with the data needed to reproduce the maneuver of
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Figure 5: Interpolation of the topographic survey of the test track

the real vehicle prototype. Those data are interpolated to address the fact that the data are captured
with a certain sample rate while the multibody integrator runs at a different time step.

4 FIRST VALIDATION RESULTS
To validate the vehicle multibody model, simulation’s predictions and experimental data have to be
compared. Therefore, the maneuver of interest must be repeated in the vehicle simulator. For that
purpose, the control inputs and the sensor data of the 7 repetition maneuvers have been averaged.
After that, the average of each control input has been input to the vehicle simulator to repeat the
maneuver with the multibody model. Next, as mentioned in Section 2.1, aside from the improvement of the experimental benchmark data through data averaging over the repetition maneuvers, it
is also possible to determine a confidence interval that characterizes the uncertainty of the experimental testing and measurement process. Here it is supposed that the uncertainty follows a normal
distribution, because no other information is available and also for simplicity’s sake. As the number
of samples (i.e. the repetition maneuvers) is small, the Student’s t-distribution has been employed
to calculate the confidence interval as stated in equation 1. The interval employed here is a 95%
confidence interval for 6 degrees of freedom as the maneuver has been repeated 7 times.
S
n−1
x̄ ± t(1−α/2)
·√
n

(1)

n−1
is the upper (1 − α/2) critical value for the t
where x̄ = n1 Σni=1 xi is the sample mean, t(1−α/2)
1
2
distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom, S = n−1 Σni=1 (xi − x̄)2 is the sample variance and n is
the sample number. The calculated confidence interval means that a confidence interval in which the
true mean is included between the lower and upper bounds, can be found with probability 0.95, for
each time step. It is worthwhile pointing out that this confidence interval reduces when increasing
the number of samples (i.e. the number of repetition maneuvers) and that it is centered at the sample
mean. Figure 6 demonstrates the rear wheel torque for the maneuver repetitions as well as the mean
rear wheel torque and its 95% confidence interval.
Once the sample means for all the inputs of the multibody model have been calculated, they
can be input to the driving simulator to repeat the test maneuver with the vehicle model. The inputs
employed here are the rear wheel torque and the brake pressure. Figure 7 compares the experimental
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Figure 6: Rear wheel torque: torque for the maneuver repetitions, mean and confidence interval

results with the simulation’s predictions for the front wheel speed and the longitudinal acceleration
of the vehicle. The sample mean, its confidence interval and the simulation’s prediction are shown
for each of these variables.
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Figure 7: Sample mean, confidence interval and MBS simulation

Results are very promising, considering that these are the first comparisons between experimental data and simulation’s predictions. Many improvements can be found. For example, the employed
tire model, being one of the simplest models, should be changed to better match the simulation’s
predictions. Vehicle parameters (mass, inertias...) have to be better approximated by taking into
account a better approximated mass distribution. This improvement iterative process that must be
completed with more test maneuvers, will lead to the complete validation of the real-time vehicle
multibody model.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on the research on real-time vehicle multibody models. In order to guide the
development of such multibody models, the validity of simulation’s predictions must be examined.
This paper intends to present and apply the first iteration step of a complete validation process based
on the methodology developed to validated the vehicle multibody model of the National Advanced
Driving Simulator. For that purpose, a X-by-wire vehicle prototype has been setup to generate

experimental benchmark data to validate a self-developed real-time multibody model of it. A driving simulator has been prepared to repeat the test maneuvers with the vehicle multibody model.
Comparison between experimental benchmark data and simulation’s predictions is very promising,
considering that these are the first validation results and that numerous modeling improvements can
be performed.
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